Contents
The p>>n problem • Consider Y the variable of interest and a "small" set of observations
• Given a very large set of potentially explanatory variables, X , X , X , …, X where p explanatory variables, X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , …, X p where p is large, then there is a high probability of finding an X that correlates with Y even if no real correlation exists in the domain • Huge amounts of data (often routinely collected) in many fields render statistics and data mining closer than the disciplines used to be • Find influential variables • Discard useless ones
• We will discuss variable selection in the • We will discuss variable selection in the multiple linear regression setting
Variable selection
Regression has (at least) three major purposes: 
Applications -Genetics
• SNP chips with 500,000 -2,500,000 SNPs available at a low price of € 100-250
• Extremely much information • Genome Wide Association Studies • Genome Wide Association Studies -Genotype cases and controls (often panels of controls are available free of cost)
• Many other interesting questions -Inbreeding, Admixture,… Whole genome sequence
• The 1000 Dollar genome is reality !! • Reference genome, sequenced at extremely high cost • Next Generation Sequencing techniques provide extremely many short reads (50-300 bases long),
• Next Generation Sequencing techniques provide extremely many short reads (50-300 bases long), most of which can be quickly and successfully aligned to the reference genome
